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Let x be a nonlinear irreducible character of a group G. Let e be a
< <   . .primitive G th root of unity. Set G s Gal Q e rQ , where Q is the field
 .   . < 4of rational numbers. Let V x s x x x g G be the set of values
 .  .assumed by x . Then V x : Q e . It is known that G acts on the set
 .  .V x . Let V , . . . , V be the G-orbits on V x . We choose the numbering1 k
  .4  4   . wso that V s x 1 , V s 0 0 g V x by Burnside's theorem; see I,1 2
x.Theorem 3.15 . In the case considered, k G 3. In this note we consider the
groups for which k takes the minimal possible value of 3 a special case
w x w x .was considered in BCZ, Lemma 2 ; see also BZ, Chap. 27 , G . Thus, if
 .   . 4V x s x 1 , 0, a , . . . , a , then the elements a , . . . , a are alge-1 n 1 n
braically conjugate. In what follows, we will assume that x is faithful.
 .Standard notation is used in this paper. For example, Irr G denotes the
set of all irreducible characters of the group G and 1 denotes theG
principal character of G. If u is a character of G and H F G is a
 .subgroup, u is the restriction of u to H and Irr u denotes the set ofH
irreducible constituents of u . The inner product of the characters u and1y1 : < <  .u is defined as usual: u , u s G  u x u x . If m is a positive .2 1 2 x g G 1 2
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Throughout this note our group G satisfies the following
HYPOTHESIS.
 .1 G is a nonabelian group.
 .  .  .2 x g Irr G is faithful in particular, x is nonlinear .
 .  .   . 43 V x s x 1 , 0, a , . . . , a .1 n
 .4 a , . . . , a are algebraically conjugate.1 n
 4For e¤ery i g 1, . . . , n , set
n
a < < <A s x g G x x s a , A s a , R s A . . 4 Di i i i x i
is1
 4Note that R j 1 is the set of non-zeros of x . We retain the notationx
introduced abo¤e until the end of this note.
Our aim is to pro¤e the following
THEOREM. Let G, x satisfy the hypothesis. Then
 .  .a a s ??? s a s a .1 n
 .  .b A , . . . , A are conjugacy classes of G s G-classes .1 n
 .c G is a monolith; i.e., G has only one minimal normal subgroup F.
 .  .d Irr G has exactly n faithful characters, and they are algebraically
conjugate.
 . ae R s F .x
 .  .f F is an elementary p-subgroup for some p g p G ; n di¤ides p y 1.
 .g G is transiti¤e on subgroups of F of order p.
 .  .  . ah C x g Syl G for e¤ery x g F .G p
 .  .  .i If f g Irr x , then the inertia subgroup I f of f in G is aF G
Sylow p-subgroup of G.
 .  .  4  .j If q g p G y p and Q g Syl G , then QF is a Frobeniusq
group with kernel F.
 .k x is monomial.
 . < < l n < < m  .l If F s p , p s G , p s x 1 , thenp p
pl y 1 pl y 1
n m< <G s ? p , x 1 s ? p , n s l q 2m. .
n n
 . < <  .m If H F G and H ) x 1 , then F F H.
 .  . < <n If p ) 2 in particular, if n ) 1 and G is e¤en, then the set
lqm . < <  .Inv G of in¤olutions in G is a G-class of size G rx 1 s p ; x s x ; the
 .Schur index Ind x of x o¤er R is 1.R
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Let H be the stabilizer of a in G, H s H. Since G is abelian andi i 1
H , . . . , H are conjugate in G, we get H s H, all i. By assumption, G acts1 n i
 4on the set a , . . . , a transitively so1 n
< <G : H s n. 1 .
Let G s s H j ??? j s H be a partition, s s 1. Let s , all i, be1 n 1 i
numbered so that
s a s a , i s 1, . . . , n. 2 .  .i 1 i
 < <.  . n iLet n g N be such that n , G s 1 and s e s e , i s 1, . . . , n. Fori i i
n  n < 4  < <.B / M : G and n g Z, set M s x x g M . If, in particular, n , G s
< n < < <1, then M s M .
PROPOSITION 1. The following assertions are true:
 . n ia A s A , i s 1, . . . , n.i 1
 . < <b a s ??? s a s a, R s na.1 n x
 .  .c The sets A i s 1, . . . , n are G-classes.i
 .  .  .   ..  n i.Proof. a , b If x g A , then a s s a s s x x s x x , and so1 i i 1 i
n i n i < < < n i < < <x g A and A : A . In particular, A s A F A . Using all possiblei i 1 1 i
< < < < n in! numberings of a , . . . , a , we get A s ??? s A and then A s1 n 1 n 1
A , a s ??? s a . Sincei 1 n
R s A j ??? j A 3 .x 1 n
< <is a partition, we obtain R s na, where a s a .x 1
 .  4c x is not principal since it is faithful and G ) 1 . Therefore, the
 :  .scalar product x , 1 s 0, and so by b , we haveG
n
0 s x x s x 1 q x x s x 1 q x x .  .  .  .  .   
xgG xgR is1 xgAx i
n n
< <s x 1 q A a s x 1 q a a . .  . i i i
is1 is1
Hence,
a a q ??? qa s yx 1 . 4 .  .  .1 n
Choose an arbitrary x g A , i s 1, . . . , a . Let K be the G-class, con-i i n i
taining x . Theni
K : A , i s 1, . . . , n , 5 .i i
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since A is G-invariant for all i. Let k s  x g CG be the class sum,i i x g Ki
 .i s 1, . . . , n. Let v : Z CG “ C be the linear character of the centerx
 .  .  .  .Z CG of the group algebra CG, corresponding to x : v z s x z rx 1x
  ..  .z g Z CG , where x is considered as a character of CG. Since x x si
a , we obtaini
h x x h a .i i i i
< <v k s s , where h s K , i s 1, . . . , n. 6 .  .x i i ix 1 x 1 .  .
 .  4Making use of a , choose a transversal x , . . . , x of the system1 n
 4 n i n iA , . . . , A so that x s x , i s 1, . . . , n. Then K s K , and so h s h1 n i 1 i 1 i 1
 .  .  .for all i. We can rewrite 6 as v k s h a rx 1 , i s 1, . . . , n. Takingx i 1 i
 .into account 4 , we obtain
h a1 i
v k s y ? i s 1, . . . , n. 7 .  .x i a a q ??? qa1 n
 .Summing over all i s 1, . . . , n, we obtain from 7
nh1 s y v k . 8 .  . x ia is1
 .  .Since v k are algebraic integers, it follows from 8 that h ra is anx i 1
< < <algebraic integer, and so h ra g Z. Therefore, a h so that A s a F h1 1 1 1
< <s K . Since K : A , it follows that A s K is a G-class. Therefore,1 1 1 1 1
n iA s A is a G-class for all i.i 1
Elements x, y g G are said to be Q-conjugate if x and yn are conjugate
 < <.for some integer n such that n , G s 1. The classes of Q-conjugate
elements of G are called Q-classes.
 .COROLLARY 2. a The set R is a Q-class.x
 .  .Proof. Use Proposition 1 a , c .
 4  .   ..For i g 1, . . . , n , set x s s x . If x g G, then x x s s x x . It isi i i i
easy to see that x , . . . , x are distinct and form the set of all Galois1 i
conjugates to x . All these characters are faithful.
 4  :Set S s R j 1 , F s S .x
 .  4PROPOSITION 3. a x , . . . , x is the set of all faithful irreducible1 n
characters of G.
 . ab F s S and R s F .x
 .c G is a monolith with minimal normal subgroup F.
 .d F is an elementary p-group for some prime p.
 .e G is transiti¤e on subgroups of F of order p.
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Proof. Let V be a vector space of class functions of G restricted to S.
 .  . w xBy Proposition 1 c , dim V s n q 1. For f , f g V, set f , f sC 1 2 1 2y 1< <  .  .G  f s f s . Obviously, 0 / x g V , all i. The set .s g S 1 2 i S
 .  . 4x , . . . , x is orthogonal since all x vanish outside S; let the set1 S n S i
 . w . xabove span an n-dimensional subspace W. Next, x , 1 s 0, all i,i S S
where 1 is a restriction of 1 to S. It follows that the orthogonalS G
 .complement to W is one dimensional and is spanned by 1 . If u g Irr GS
 4  : w . xy x , . . . , x , then u , x s 0 so x , u s 0, all i. It follows that1 n i i S S
 .  .  :  .u s u 1 1 so S : ker u ; hence F s S F ker u . In particular, u isS S
 4not faithful so x , . . . , x is the set of all faithful irreducible characters of1 n
 .G, proving a .
Let g g F y S and x g A , all i. g and x are not conjugate since A isi i i i
 .G-invariant. So by the second orthogonality relation,  u g u x s .u g IrrG. i
0. It follows that
n
x g x x q u g u x s 0. .  .  .  . j j i i
js1  .  4ugIrr G y x , . . . , x1 n
 .  .  .Next, x g s 0, all i, since g f S. For other u , we have u g s u x si i
 .  .2u 1 . Therefore, 1 F  u 1 s 0, a contradiction. Hence,u g IrrG.y x , . . . , x 41 n
 .F y S s B, i.e., F s S, proving b .
 4If 1 - N eG, then N is the intersection of kernels of some nonfaith-
 .ful irreducible characters of G so F F N. This proves c .
a  .By Corollary 2, all elements of F have the same order, proving d . The
 .  .last assertion follows from d and Proposition 1 a .
< < l  .  .Setting F s p , we get by Propositions 3 b and 1 b
pl s na q 1. 9 .
In particular, p does not divide a.
PROPOSITION 4. n di¤ides p y 1. In particular, if n ) 1 then p ) 2.
 .  .Proof. By the above Q a is a subfield of Q j , where j is a1 p p
 .primitive pth root of unity. Therefore, n, the degree of Q a rQ, divides1
 .p y 1, the degree of Q j rQ, as required.p
< <  .PROPOSITION 5. G rx 1 is a power of p, i.e.,
< < n mG s mp , x 1 s mp , 10 .  .
n < < < < m  .where p s G , m s G , p s x 1p p9 p
 .  4  .  4Proof. Let q g p G y p , Q g Syl G . Since Q l F s 1 and xq
< <  .vanishes outside F, it follows that Q divides x 1 . Therefore, q does not
< <  . < <  .divide G rx 1 ; i.e., G rx 1 is a power of p.
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PROPOSITION 6. If f g F and x g G y F, then x and fx are conjugate.
 .Proof. Let u g Irr G . If u is faithful then u s x for some i F n, byi
 .Proposition 3 a . Since x vanishes outside F and x, fx g G y F, we geti
 .  .  .u x s 0 s u fx . If u is nonfaithful, then F F ker u , by Proposition 3,
 .  .and so u x s u fx . We see that the last equality holds for all u , and so
our claim follows.
a  .  .PROPOSITION 7. If f g F , then C f g Syl G .G p
a n  .Proof. Since F s D A , by Proposition 3 a , we have f g A foris1 i i
 4 <  . <some i g 1, . . . , n . Since A is a G-class of size a, we get G : C f s ai G
< < <  . <  .  .so G divides C f , by 9 . It remains to show that C f is a p-group.p G G
 .aLet x g C f y F. Then x and fx have the same order, by PropositionG
 .  .k k6. If o x s k, then 1 s fx s f so p divides k. Thus, p divides orders
 .of all elements of C f so it is a p-group.G
 .  4  .COROLLARY 8. Let q g p G y p , Q g Syl G . Then QF is a Frobe-q
nius group with kernel F. In particular, Q is cyclic or generalized quaternion.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 7.
< <  l . l < <PROPOSITION 9. G s a s p y 1 rn, where p s F .p9
 l .  . <  . < < <Proof. a s p y 1 rn, by 9 . By Proposition 7, a s G : C f s G p9G
afor f g F .
 .  .PROPOSITION 10. Let f g Irr x and let T s I f be the inertia groupF G
 .  : m  .of f in G. Then T g Syl G and x , f s p s x 1 .p F p
 .Proof. Let x s e f q ??? qf be the Clifford decomposition. SinceF 1 t
x vanishes off F, we geti
< < :x , x s G : F x , x s 0 : .  .i j i jF F
 . .  . .for i / j, so Irr x l Irr x s B. Since x is Galois conjugate toi F j F i
<  . . < n  . .  .  4x , we have Irr x s t, all i. Note that D Irr x s Irr F y 1 .i F is1 i F F
< a < l < <  l . < <It follows that F s p y 1 s nt so G : T s t s p y 1 rn s G .p9
 .  .  . < < mThis means that T g Syl G . We also have e s x 1 rt s x 1 r G s pp9p
 .see Proposition 5 .
COROLLARY 11. x is monomial.
Proof. Indeed, x is induced from T , and T is an M-group, by Blich-
feldt's theorem. The result follows.
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PROPOSITION 12.
pl y 1 pl y 1
n m< <G s p , x 1 s p , n s l q 2m. 11 .  .
n n
Proof. The first two equalities follow from Proposition 9 and Proposi-
 : 2 2 m < <tion 5. Next, in the notation of Proposition 10, x , x s e t s p G .p9F F
 : < <On the other hand, since x vanishes outside F, we get x , x s G : FF F
nyl< <s G ? p , and this implies the required equality.p9
< <PROPOSITION 13. Let H F G, d s H l A . Then1 1
x 1 d . 1 :x , 1 s ? 1 y , 12 .H H  /< < < <H G p9
p m
 : < < < <x , 1 s ? F y H l F . 13 .  .H H < <H n
< <  . n i Proof. Set D s H l A , D s d i s 1, . . . , n . Since A s A Pro-i i i i i 1
. n i n i < n i < < <position 1 and H s H , it follows that D s D , and so d s D s D1 i i 1
a n <s d , all i. Since H l F s D D is a partition, it follows that H l1 is1 i
a <F s nd . Therefore,1
< < :H x , 1 s x x s x 1 q x x .  .  . H H
axgH xgHlF
n n
s x 1 q x x s x 1 q d a .  .  .   i i
is1 xgD is1i
n
s x 1 q d a . . 1 i
is1
< <  .Recall that a s G . Therefore, by 4 , the equalities above implyp9
d x 1 d .1 1
< < :H x , 1 s x 1 y s x 1 1 y , .  .H H  /< < < <G Gp9 p9
 .  .and so 12 is true. Using 10 , we obtain
d1m m< < : < <H x , 1 s p G 1 y s p m y d , .p9H H 1 /< <G p9
a a . < < < < < <and so 13 is true since G s F rn, d s F l H rn.p9 1
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COROLLARY 14. Let H F G. Then the following conditions are equi¤a-
lent:
 .a F F H.
 .  :b x , 1 s 0.H H
 .Proof. This follows from 13 .
< <  .COROLLARY 15. If H F G and H ) x 1 , then F F H.
 .  :  :Proof. It follows from 12 that x , 1 - 1, and so x , 1 s 0.H H H H
Now the result follows from Corollary 14.
<  . <  .COROLLARY 16. If g g G is not a p-element, then C x F x 1 .G
<  . <  . a  .Proof. If C g ) x 1 , then F ; C g , by Corollary 15. Let x gG G
a  .  .  .F . Then g g C x , which is impossible since C x g Syl G and g isG G p
<  . <  .not a p-element. Hence, C g F x 1 .G
< <PROPOSITION 17. If G is e¤en and p ) 2, then:
< <Glqn . <  . <  .a Inv G s p s . .x 1
 .  . <  . <  .b If g g Inv G , then C x s x 1 .G
 .  .c Inv G is a G-class.
 .  .d x s x and the Schur index Ind x s 1.R
Proof. By the Frobenius]Schur formula,
2 < <x x s h G , 14 .  .
xgG
 .  .where h s 1 if x s x and Ind x s 1; h s y1 if x s x and Ind xR R
 .s 2; and h s 0 if x / x i.e., h is the Frobenius]Schur indicator of x .
 .Denoting the left side of 14 by S, we obtain
2 2 < <S s x 1 q x x q x x s x 1 1 q Inv G q T , .  .  .  .  . 
2 a .xgInv G x gF
15 .
 2 . 2 a  2 .2 awhere T s  x x . Noting that if x g F , then x g C x gx g F G
 . a 2 a aSyl G so x g F . Now, x ‹ x is a bijection F “ F sop
< < :T s x x s F x , 1 y x 1 s yx 1 . .  .  . F F
axgF
 <  . < .  .  .  . <  . < <Hence, S s Inv G q 1 x 1 y x 1 s Inv G x 1 . But S s h G ,
 4 <  . < < <  .where the indicator h g "1, 0 . Therefore, h s 1 and Inv G s G rx 1
s plqm, by Proposition 12.
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 .  .  .  .b , c , d Let g g Inv G and let K be the G-class containing g.g
 . < < <  . <K : Inv G , since the last set is G-invariant. Hence, K F Inv G sg g
lqm   ..p see a . On the other hand, g is not a p-element since p ) 2.
<  . <  .  . < <Therefore, by Proposition 16, C g F x 1 , and hence by a , K sG g
< <G<  . < <  . <  .G : C g G s Inv G ; i.e., Inv G s K is a G-class. Since h s 1, it .G gx 1
 .  .  .  .follows that x s x and Ind x s 1, completing the proof of b , c , d .R
PROPOSITION 18. a s p mb , all i, where b , . . . , b are algebraic integersi i 1 n
such that b q ??? qb s y1.1 n
 . < <Proof. By 4 and the equality a s G , we have a q ??? qa sp9 1 n
 . < < m  . yx 1 r G s p . Taking into account that h s a in 7 see the proofp9 1
.of Proposition 1 , we obtain
a ai is y s v k , .x imp a q ??? qa1 n
m  .i.e., a s p b , where b s v k is an algebraic integer. By what we havei i i x i
just said, b q ??? qb s y1.1 n
Set
s s b b . 16 .0 i j
i-j
Since b , . . . , b is a class of algebraically conjugate algebraic integers,1 n
s g Z.0
PROPOSITION 19.
< < < <2 s s y G n y 1 if x s x and G q 1 otherwise. 17 .  .p9 p90
Proof. We have
2y1 : < <x , x s G x x s d , 18 .  . x , x
xgG
 .where d is the Kronecker delta. By 4 ,
n
2 2 2 2 2 2x x s x 1 q x x s x 1 q a a q ??? qa .  .  .  .  .   1 n
xgG is1 xgAi
2 22s a a q ??? qa q a a q ??? qa y 2 s , .  .1 n 1 n
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m 2 m < <where s s  a a . Since a q ??? qa s yp , s s p s , a s G , itp9i- j i j 1 n 0
follows that
< <G2 2 m 2 m< < < < < <x x s G G q 1 p y 2 s p s ? G q 1 y 2 s , .  .  . p9 p9 p90 0lpxgG
l l . < < < <and so, by 18 , G q 1 y 2 s s p d . Noting that p s n G q 1, wep9 p90 x , x
complete the proof.
 .PROPOSITION 20. a If n is e¤en, then p ) 2.
l . < <  .b If x / x , then n is e¤en, G is odd, and p ’ n q 1 mod 4 .
l . < <  .c If x s x and n is e¤en, then G is e¤en and p ’ 1 mod 4 .
 . < <d x / x if and only if G is odd.
 .Proof. a follows from Proposition 4.
< < < <If x / x , then, by Proposition 19, 2 s s G q 1 so G is odd. Notep9 p90
that x / x , all i. Indeed, let x s x for some i. Since x s s x , we geti i i i i i
 n i.  . n ix x s x x g R, all x g G. Since x ‹ x is a bijection of G, we geti
  ..x s x , a contradiction. It follows that n is even. Since p ) 2 see a and
< < < < < <  l . G is odd, G is also odd. Recall that G s p y 1 rn see Corollaryp9 p9
.  l . l9 . So p y 1 rn s 2k q 1 is odd. Then p s 2kn q n q 1 ’ n q 1
 .  .mod 4 since n is even. This proves b . Let x s x and let n be even.
 . < < < <Then p ) 2, by a . By Proposition 19, G is even and so is G . Sincep9
< <  l . l  .  .  .G s p y 1 rn, we see that p ’ 1 mod 4 , proving c . d followsp9
 .from b and the Frobenius]Schur formula.
COROLLARY 21. If n s 2, then
 .  .  .a If x s x , then p ’ 1 mod 4 . If x / x , then p ’ 3 mod 4 .
 .b l, n are odd and
 .py1 r2ly1.r2'y1 " p y1 p .
ma s ? p .1, 2 2
l . w . xProof. a By Proposition 19, b b s y p y 1 r4 if x s x and1 2
1 1l l . 'p q 1 r4 if x / x . Since b q b s y1, we obtain b s y " p1 2 1, 2 2 2
1 1 l'if x s x and b s y " y p if x / x . Since b and b are1, 2 1 22 2
irrational, we see that l is odd in the first case; l is odd in the second case
l  .  .too since p ’ 3 mod 4 , by Proposition 20. This proves assertion a .
m .  .b As a s p b , we obtain b .i i
All assertions of the theorem are proved.
w xThe case n s 1 of the theorem was considered in BCZ, Lemma 2 .
Unfortunately, the main theorem does not classify the groups consid-
 .ered note that such a classification is a difficult problem even for n s 1 .
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